Local histogram information content of ultrasound B-mode echographic texture.
In the diagnostic ultrasound community, the echographic B-scan texture is an important area of investigation since it can be analyzed to characterize the histologic state of internal tissues. In the present paper, a minicomputer based system was used to digitize B-mode images and to develop a method to measure their textural information. This method is based on the concept of local information content of spatial image proposed by Lowitz (1983, 1984). It first measures the local gray-level histogram in a small square window centered on each picture element (pixel) of a digitized B-mode image. The information derived from the local histograms is then used to characterize the tissues, to partition the B-mode image into homogeneous zones of texture, to estimate to what extent a tissue is different from another, to delimit the contours of a tissue and to measure its surface. The method is illustrated on the thyroid gland but it can be applied to the study of other organs.